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1 INTRODUCTION

AI technologies, such as speech recognition, emotion recognition, and dialogue management, have gained popularity in
the automotive industry [2, 14, 18, 35, 66]. These innovations aim to facilitate human-like interactions for an enhanced
driving experience. Integrating such advanced AI capabilities has made the design of in-car voice assistants (VAs) a focal
point in recent years. For instance, Mercedes-Benz developed its VA, the Mercedes-Benz User Experience (MBUX)1, and
Honda introduced the voice-enabled AI conversational assistant – the Honda Personal Assistant (HPA)2. These systems

1https://www.la.mercedes-benz.com/en/passengercars/technology/mbux.html
2https://global.honda/innovation/CES/2020/honda_personal_assistant.html
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enable drivers to intuitively control various functions, including navigation, music, and air conditioning, through voice
commands.

Nonetheless, the adoption of in-car VAs has fallen short of expectations due to several reasons. Firstly, the robustness
of speech recognition in in-car environments remains a challenge, with speech recognition prone to errors due to
noises, unstable network connections, and other passengers’ voices [55, 74]. Secondly, executing voice commands, such
as adjusting the temperature, often takes more time than manual operations (i.e., a simple click or button rotation)
[44]. Thirdly, most assistants are limited to basic ‘query-answer’ tasks, lacking social interaction that could sustain
long-term user engagement [38]. To address the limitations of existing in-car VAs, the automotive industry has explored
the integration of social robots, aiming to create a more enriching driving experience for users [80]. However, previous
attempts have not seamlessly integrated VA functions and robot interactions into a unified architecture, resulting in
Robot Assistants (RAs) often being limited to a robotic appearance without authentic robot behaviors.

In this study, we employ a genuine in-car social robot to explore its impact on enhancing the driving experience.
Initially, we conduct a semi-structured interview with 30 participants from diverse backgrounds to explore their
perceptions and satisfaction levels of in-car VAs, as well as how these assistants influence their driving experiences.
Subsequently, participants are invited to experience an in-car VA equipped with a social robot. We first perform
non-driving experiments to familiarize participants with the RA, followed by on-road experiments to evaluate their
driving experiences. Moreover, subjective ratings are utilized to assess participants’ perceptions of the RA’s personality.
In addition to the benefits that the RA brings, we also explore its risks by prompting the participants’ concerns through
another semi-structured interview. Concluding the experiments, we reveal that participants exhibit increased interest
in engaging and conversing with the RA. They express feelings of companionship and reassurance, especially during
challenging traffic situations. Furthermore, the participants are also concerned about some ethical and legal risks, such
as privacy leakage and safety issues. Finally, we provide several recommendations for the future development of in-car
RAs and VAs based on our experimental findings. The key contributions of this research are summarized as follows.

1) For the first time, we conduct a comprehensive user study with participants from diverse countries, professions,
and age groups, comparing daily-use VAs, traditional in-car VAs, and an in-car RA from multiple perspectives.

2) We comprehensively measure users’ feelings and attitudes towards an in-car RA through various quantitative and
qualitative metrics. To our knowledge, this is the pioneering study that conducts realistic non-driving and on-road
experiments with a real in-car social robot, that is explicitly designed for in-car infotainment purposes rather than
employing driving simulators, robot prototypes, or commercially available daily-use robots.

3)We highlight both the benefits and risks of the in-car RA, along with its potential developmental pathways, offering
valuable recommendations for both automotive academia and industry.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines the existing literature exploring various
aspects of daily-used and in-car assistants. Following this, Section 3 describes the robot and methodology employed in
this study. Section 4 introduces the user study, its analysis results, and ensuing discussions. Sections 5 and 6 detail the
experimental evaluation, including non-driving and on-road experiments, as well as personality assessment, highlighting
the advantages of the in-car RA. Section 7 investigates its potential risks through an interview study. Subsequently, we
conclude the evaluation with discussions in Section 8 and provide relevant recommendations for the community in
Section 9. Finally, we summarize this study in Section 10.
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2 RELATEDWORK

2.1 Daily-Used Voice Assistants

Voice assistants, also known as speech interfaces and smart speakers, have significantly developed over the past
decade. Initially popular with Apple Siri3, Amazon Alexa4, Google Home5, and others have emerged, offering expanded
functionalities beyond controlling smartphones to managing various intelligent devices such as home appliances [52, 60].
Voice operations hold advantages over manual tasks in several ways: 1) They are more direct and time-efficient, often
eliminating several intermediate manual steps. 2) They are less confined by spatial limitations, allowing the execution
of commands as long as the voice signals reach the device. An important prerequisite for these VAs to work smoothly is
that voice commands from human users are accurately recognized.

2.2 In-Car Voice Assistants

VAs are now integral to modern in-car systems, handling various tasks such as controlling radios and music players,
making phone calls, and managing navigation via simple voice commands [44, 72]. These assistants have demonstrated
their effectiveness in different scenarios. For instance, in elderly driving, data collected during interactions with in-car
VAs has been used to predict potential accident risks by identifying subtle cognitive impairments [83]. Additionally, in
general driving situations, proactive voice assistants have reduced drivers’ cognitive load and increased their satisfaction
[64]. In today’s in-car systems, VAs primarily fall into two categories. The first is an extension of everyday VAs, such as
Google Android Auto6 and Apple CarPlay7, which are specifically adapted to be used in cars. We refer to this category as
phone-based since it requires a Bluetooth connection or a specific App link to the car. The second category comprises
in-car systems themselves, like MBUX, which do not require phone connectivity and can control car-specific functions.
We term this category car-based.

However, various noises encountered during driving, including passenger conversations, traffic sounds like honking
and passing vehicles, wind noise at higher speeds, and engine sounds, often render in-car VAs more error-prone
compared to their daily-use counterparts [20, 28, 35]. Furthermore, complex and changing driving environments, such
as rural areas or underground tunnels, can disrupt network signals, leading to delays or downtime for online VAs [32].
Consequently, these issues might diminish drivers’ willingness to use in-car VAs. To this end, researchers, engineers,
and UI/UX designers are exploring diverse solutions, including the utilization of RAs to mitigate these problems and
enhance the overall driving experience.

2.3 In-Car Robot Assistants

Several car manufacturers have ventured into the use of RAs, such as BYD Qin8, Nissan PIVO9, and Pioneer Carnaby10,
to introduce features like music, radio, navigation, and even fatigue detection. However, most of these robots remain
in the concept car stage and have not gained popularity in everyday driving scenarios. According to Williams et
al. [80], these robots separate functionality and social interaction, whereas it is essential to integrate these aspects
into a seamless architecture. To address this, they developed an Affective Intelligent Driving Agent (AIDA), an in-car
3https://www.apple.com/siri
4https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/alexa
5https://assistant.google.com
6https://www.android.com/auto
7https://support.apple.com/guide/iphone/use-siri-in-your-car-iphadacf963f/ios
8https://www.theverge.com/2012/4/23/2968502/byd-qin-robot-beijing-auto-show-aida-robotic-assistant
9https://global.nissannews.com/en/releases/release-745329929e3407eb4c295c25eb02d5a1/photos/17
10https://techcrunch.com/2010/05/20/carnaby-pioneers-very-special-car-navigation-mini-robot-videos
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companion robot utilizing the driver’s smartphone as its face, providing information about the phone, the vehicle, and
the city environment to the driver. Experimental evaluations showed that AIDA could better assist drivers and enhance
sociability compared to traditional smartphones during simulated driving tasks. Moreover, Karatas et al. [25] introduced
NAMIDA, a robot with a context-aware interaction for multi-party conversations during simulated driving. Their
experimental analysis revealed NAMIDA’s potential in reducing system-induced attention overload. Additionally, Wang
et al. [76] adopted robot Nao in a simulated fully autonomous driving scenario, exploring the effects of speech style and
embodiment together and separately. Their experimental results showed the capability of robot agents in promoting
drivers’ likability and perceived warmth, as well as receiving higher competence and lower perceived workload scores.

Fig. 1. AIDA (three on the left) and NAMIDA (two on the right).

The study conducted by Tanaka et al. [71] demonstrated that integrating a small humanoid robot (Robohon, SHARPCo.,
Ltd.) on the dashboard positively influenced driving operations. Results indicated high acceptability of the agent, minimal
driver distraction in the actual car environment, and an improvement in driving behavior. Long-term experiments with
Robohon further underscored its positive impact on mitigating risky driving behaviors in elderly individuals, such as
reducing speeds when entering intersections [70]. However, humanoid or highly anthropomorphized robotic assistants
tend to raise the expectations of their human interlocutors regarding their interaction capabilities. Research has shown
that when users’ perceptions of robots fall short of their expectations, they may feel disappointed and skeptical of
the robot’s outputs, which results in a high adaptation gap [29]. Consequently, engaging with humanoid or highly
anthropomorphic RAs within a driving environment may evoke similar feelings of dissatisfaction in their interactions
with human counterparts, as their human-like appearance and behavior may lead to elevated expectations. Therefore, it
is important to consider the level of anthropomorphism in RAs.

Zihsler et al. focused on improving trust in self-driving cars by integrating human-like behaviors and expressions
into RAs resembling a human-like head [88]. Also, Cheng et al. [4] explored the impact of anthropomorphic design of
the RA on trust and driving performance, finding that users familiar with the in-car infotainment system trusted highly
anthropomorphized RA less compared to unfamiliar users. Moreover, Karatas et al. [24] emphasized the significance
of minimal design, excluding non-essential anthropomorphic elements, and considering their expressiveness for the
acceptance of RAs in driving situations.

Despite the existence of the aforementioned studies, the RAs utilized in these studies either originated from mobile
phones, external robots, or were in the prototype research phase. None of them are currently integrated into car systems
as a real robot. In the context of in-car environments, the design of the RA should seamlessly integrate with the driving
environment. Therefore, in this work, we employ a genuine physical social robot, which is integrated with the VA
function, to explore drivers’ real-time experiences and perceptions while driving an actual production car. Our goal
is to conduct the very first investigation of a seamless in-car RA, providing timely and valuable insights to existing
literature and relevant communities.

4
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3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Social robot NOMI

In this study, we utilize NOMI, an AI companion developed by the electric vehicle company NIO11. NOMI is a small
ball-shaped dashtop device designed in the form of a head and face, facing inward toward the inside of the car. NOMI
responds to voice commands by rotating within a defined angle toward the speaker and can display various facial
expressions to convey feelings, weather conditions, safety alerts, music suggestions, and self-expressions (see Fig. 2). In
most cases, NOMI tends to exhibit a cheerful demeanor, creating a relaxed atmosphere. It functions as an AI companion
and social robot, which enhances the VA system, aiming to comprehend the driver’s needs. Its name, pronounced
similar to ‘Know Me,’ reflects its purpose.

Fig. 2. Social robot NOMI (left) and some of its facial expressions (right).

Fig. 3. Key steps of the research approach.

3.2 Research Approach

We undertake four key steps to achieve our objectives (see Fig. 3). Firstly, we conduct an user study (Sec. 4) by performing
a semi-structured interview with participants to assess their experience and familiarity with VAs. Next, we carry out
in-car tests (Sec. 5), engaging participants in conversation and tasks with NOMI across diverse driving scenarios.
Participants then rate their driving experiences and provide feedback for our analysis. In both non-driving and on-road
experiments, participants undergo the tasks twice: once without the presence of NOMI robot (i.e., visual access to NOMI),
relying solely on voice interaction, and then with both voice and visual access. This aims to explore the distinctions
between the in-car VA’s performance with and without the presence of a social robot. Subsequently, participants
evaluate NOMI’s perceived personality, comparing to their prior VA experiences (Sec. 6). Finally, we conduct a risk
11https://www.nio.com
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study (Sec. 7) through a semi-structured interview with the participants. The experiments involve both quantitative
and qualitative analyses, detailed in the following sections.

4 USER STUDY

4.1 Survey and Interviews

First, we conduct semi-structured interviews with 30 participants (21 males and 9 females, ages ranging from 25 to 55)
who have experience using in-car VAs (either phone-based or car-based). Before the interviews, the participants are
first required to fill in a survey of their demographic information, along with the VAs they have used (not including
in-car VAs), which are shown in Table 1. To ensure that the results of the user study are generalizable, we recruit
participants of both genders, ranging in age from twenty to fifty generations, covering a wide range of professions,
and living in several different countries. We present pie charts based on these aspects for clear visualization in Fig. 4.
From the participants’ demographics, we can obtain some interesting findings: 1) Apple Siri is the most commonly used
one among all VAs. 2) Users in China are more likely to use local brands likely because some foreign brands are not
available whereas users in Japan are less likely to use local brands. 3) Younger and male users are more likely to have
experience of using more VAs. These findings may be specific to this survey, but they could also reflect the attitudes
and usage habits of users from different groups, thereby aiding in the development of suitable in-car VAs accordingly.

Gender

Male Female

Age

20-24 25-29 30-34 40-44 50-54

Residence

China Japan UK US

VA 

Alexa Bixby Celia

Cortana Clova Google Assistant

Siri Xiao Ai Xiaodu

Fig. 4. Ratio visualization of participants’ demographic information.

Subsequently, participants are asked to engage in one-to-one interviews comprising general questions. All the
interviews are conducted remotely over LINE, Messenger, WeChat, or Zoom. We begin the interviews with a brief

6
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Table 1. Summary of participants’ demographic information.

Participant Gender Age Profession Residence VA1

P1 Male 30-34 Designer Japan Clova, Siri
P2 Male 30-34 Civil Engineer China Siri, Xiaodu, Xiao AI
P3 Female 25-29 Research Fellow US Alexa, Google Assistant
P4 Male 25-29 System Engineer Japan Clova, Siri
P5 Male 25-29 Software Engineer China Xiaodu, Xiao AI
P6 Female 25-29 Accountant China Xiao AI
P7 Male 25-29 Graduate Student China Siri, Xiaodu
P8 Female 30-34 Self-Employed Japan Alexa, Siri
P9 Female 30-34 HR Manager US Bixby, Siri
P10 Male 30-34 University Faculty Japan Alexa, Google Assistant, Siri
P11 Male 30-34 Sales Specialist Japan Siri
P12 Male 50-54 Software Engineer Japan Google Assistant, Siri
P13 Male 50-54 Consultant China Celia, Xiaodu
P14 Male 50-54 Sales Specialist China Xiao AI
P15 Male 40-44 Self-Employed UK Siri
P16 Male 30-34 Research Fellow UK Google Assistant, Siri
P17 Female 30-34 Graduate Student UK Bixby, Siri
P18 Male 30-34 Software Engineer US Google Assistant, Siri
P19 Female 30-34 Primary School Teacher China Siri, Xiaodu, Xiao AI
P20 Male 25-29 Research Fellow China Xiaodu, Xiao AI
P21 Male 25-29 Graduate Student Japan Siri
P22 Female 40-44 Sales Specialist Japan Google Assistant
P23 Male 40-44 Project Manager China Celia, Siri
P24 Male 50-54 Self-Employed China Celia
P25 Male 20-24 Graduate Student UK Google Assistant, Siri
P26 Male 20-24 Graduate Student UK Cortana, Siri
P27 Female 30-34 University Faculty UK Alexa, Siri
P28 Female 20-24 Graduate Student US Alexa, Google Assistant, Siri
P29 Male 25-29 Electronics Engineer US Alexa, Cortana, Siri
P30 Male 30-34 Electronics Engineer US Alexa, Bixby, Siri
1 Alexa (by Amazon); Bixby (by Samsung); Celia (by Huawei); Clova (by Line); Cortana (by Microsoft); Google Assistant (by Google);
Siri (by Apple); Xiaodu (by Baidu); Xiao AI (by Xiaomi).

greeting and a discussion related to the participants’ survey information before delving into more detailed interview
questions. The interviews last on average 12 minutes, ranging from 10 to 15 minutes. Prior to the interviews, we inform
all participants that the interview will be recorded, and they retain the right to request data deletion.

The interview questions are structured into four parts. Part I discusses the general usage of VAs by participants. We
inquire about basic information, such as the brands they have used and the purposes for which they utilize these VAs.
In Part II, our focus shifts to the participants’ attitudes toward in-car VAs. For instance, participants are asked about
how the assistants affect their driving experience and their feelings about in-car VAs, especially in comparison to their
previously or regularly used daily VAs. Part III involves participants sharing their expectations for in-car VAs, including
functions they deem unnecessary and additional features they would like to see in future assistants.

The complete set of interview questions is listed in Table 2. It is worth noting that, depending on participants’ answers,
we occasionally offer feedback or pose follow-up questions to ensure comprehensive answers. These spontaneous
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feedback and follow-up questions are not included in the table as they do not influence our designed questions or the
resulting answers.

Table 2. Interview questions for the survey.

Part I
Q1. When did you start using VAs, and what were the reasons?
Q2. Which in-car assistants have you used, and what functions do you utilize?

Part II
Q3. Have the in-car assistants enhanced your driving experience?

If yes, in what ways? If not, what are the reasons?
Q4. How do you perceive in-car assistants compared to the VAs you use on a daily basis?

Part III
Q5. What specific aspects of the in-car assistants are you least satisfied with?

And what are the reasons behind this dissatisfaction?
Q6. How would you rate your satisfaction with the current in-car assistants?

4.2 Analysis Results

We present overall conclusions, highlighting selected representative or exceptional answers as examples.
Part I - Q1. Themajority of participants began using VAs out of curiosity about AI, likely influenced by advertisements

a decade ago. Their experience with VAs spans no more than seven years, except for those familiar with using Siri.
“AlphaGo was my first exposure to artificial intelligence, and after that, all sorts of AI-based products started popping up.

I ended up buying one just to see how smart it was, probably around 2017.” (P3)

“Over 10 years ago, I began using Siri. As a huge Apple fan, it just felt natural to incorporate Siri into my routine.” (P11)

“I bought this phone just last year, and it had this thing (i.e., the VA) already there, so I started using it. Sometimes it just

pops up on its own. I’m not really into gadgets, so I don’t know how to shut this thing off.” (P24)

We can observe that most of them started using VAs due to the emergence of new technological products, but certain
participants feel somewhat ‘obligated’ to use VAs.

Part I - Q2. To avoid explicit comments about specific brands, especially negative ones, we refrain from indicating
which participants used which brands. Among the in-car assistants used in this survey are Skoda Laura12, BMW IPA13,
Mercedes MBUX, Apple CarPlay, Google Android Auto. Other participants’ assistants are unnamed, so we only mention
the car models: Chevrolet Monza 330, Geely Emgrand L, ORA Good Cat, Tesla Model 3, Tesla Model Y, and XPENG P7.

The music function is used by all participants, which is unsurprising. However, the usage of other functions differs
significantly among the assistant categories. Since phone-based users lack the ability to control the car via voice
commands, phone calls are the second most frequently used function among these participants. In contrast, car-based
users show a preference for operating car functions, such as temperature adjustment and window controls. Nevertheless,
both categories of users frequently use navigation, except for participants in China.

“I usually take calls and listen to music. (Follow-up question: What about other functions? For example, navigation.) I use

the phone for navigation. I open the navigation routes and then place the phone in a stand attached to the air conditioning

vent, allowing me to keep an eye on the map and other applications.” (P2)
12https://www.skoda-storyboard.com/en/skoda-world/innovation-and-technology/okay-laura-lets-talk
13https://www.bmw.co.uk/en/topics/owners/bmw-connecteddrive/intelligent-personal-assistant.html
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“The map application on the phone is regularly updated, but the version in the car doesn’t seem to update in real time.

I’ve been misled by the car navigation function a couple of times.” (P5)

“I struggle with the map application because it’s different from the one I use on my phone.” (P6)

It is evident that Chinese users heavily rely on their phones, expecting in-car assistants to adapt to their existing
usage habits rather than learning entirely new assistant features. If the assistants do not integrate well with phone
applications, these users might opt to abandon some of the assistant’s functions.

Part II - Q3. Participants from the US, UK, and China commonly agree that in-car assistants enhance their driving
experiences. However, this sentiment does not align with Japanese participants. In the US, all participants expressed
their enjoyment of using in-car assistants, especially during long-distance drives. We hypothesize that long hours of
driving might lead to driver fatigue, and the presence of in-car assistants could alleviate boredom and add enjoyment to
the driving experience.

“Yeah, I absolutely love using the in-car VA. See, I’ve got this daily trek to school that takes up almost an hour each way.

It’s this road surrounded by farmland, not many cars around, so, you know, it’s a bit of a snooze-fest driving through. I just

plug in some tunes to pass the time, and using voice commands to switch tracks is super handy. It totally jazzes up my

driving experience.” (P3)

“I feel there’s been an improvement of the driving experience. My work often involves interacting with customers, so I’m

frequently on the phone in my car, navigating to appointments. It’s really handy to use voice commands for these tasks

while driving. Plus, on weekends, I often take the kids out, and you know how kids are, they love chatting with the VA.” (P9)

Participants in China provided similar feedback, noting that in-car VAs alleviate driving boredom and they enjoyed
controlling car functions via voice, perhaps because the most popular in-car VAs in China are car-based rather than
phone-based. However, many participants in Japan express a contrasting attitude to those in other countries, opining
that in-car VAs are not particularly necessary for Japan.

“It’s hard to say. I rarely drive because Japan’s train system is highly developed. And even when I do drive, the distances

aren’t long. So, I don’t feel that in-car VAs are particularly necessary.” (P10)

“I don’t notice much difference. I don’t usually listen to music while driving. Besides, many companies in Japan

manufacture and sell specialized car navigation devices, which are quite popular. Elderly individuals might not opt to use

VAs. I’m not entirely sure, perhaps having them is better than not.” (P12)

“I only rent a car for outings with friends during holidays, and since we chat all the time in the car, I don’t find many

opportunities to use in-car VAs. But when I have my own car, I believe I’ll use it a lot.” (P21)

Based on these responses, it can be noted that Japan’s distinct circumstances, such as the well-established train system,
result in less necessity for long driving distances. Consequently, the demand for in-car VAs differs from participants in
other countries.

Part II - Q4. Despite varying attitudes toward in-car VAs among participants from different countries, their responses
to this question surprised us. Across all countries, most participants mentioned the need to speak more cautiously while
interacting with in-car VAs due to concerns about inaccurate speech recognition or the lack of support for specific
functions.

“When you finish giving a command and wait for the VA to execute it, but it responds by saying it didn’t understand, it

can be really annoying.” (P1)

“At times, I prefer manual operation rather than speaking to the in-car VA. For instance, when adjusting the air

conditioning, I’ve already completed the action by the time it begins to respond.” (P5)

9
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“There are so many voice commands, and it’s practically impossible to learn them all from the manual. I tend to say

what naturally comes to mind, but sometimes, the VA responds by saying it doesn’t support that function.” (P15)

“Given my work in the AI industry, I’ve been using VAs for a while, which has shaped my thinking and conversation

habits with them. It’s almost like I’ve been ‘conditioned’ to interact this way. But for my father’s generation, who lack

experience in using voice commands but suddenly have to use them, it can be uncomfortable, particularly because machines

can’t grasp ambiguous or vague intentions like humans can.” (P18)

This common experience underscores the global relevance of challenges with VAs in cars, crossing language and
cultural boundaries. Users’ shared frustration when VAs struggle to understand or perform commands, as highlighted
by P1’s irritation, is a sentiment widely echoed. Moreover, P5’s preference for manual operations in specific situations
emphasizes the necessity for enhancing the reliability of voice commands.

Part III - Q5. Some participants mention that the functionality of in-car VAs is too limited, especially for those using
phone-based ones. Additionally, poor speech recognition performance is also mentioned by some participants.

“At times, I feel the VA acts as a mere intermediary to the phone, handling tasks like making calls, playing music, checking

the weather, and more. Truth be told, all these functions can be executed by operating the phone using voice commands.” (P2)

“The VAs can only execute voice commands, lacking the ability to interact with the driver. It would be remarkable if VAs

could resemble those depicted in sci-fi movies, with interactive and engaging capabilities.” (P30)

“Given my major in speech recognition, I believe the speech recognition function should primarily adapt to driving

scenarios. When my friends were chatting in the car, the VA couldn’t recognize my speech well.” (P29)

The feedback from the participants emphasizes the necessity for ongoing innovation in in-car VA systems. These
observations serve as guidance for developing VAs that encompass advanced features, human-like interactions, and
robust speech recognition specifically tailored to the distinct challenges of the automotive environment.

Part III - Q6. As anticipated, most participants find the current in-car VAs satisfactory in meeting their needs.
However, these VAs do not exceed the participants’ expectations.

“Not bad. When I initially began using it, it felt rather novel. However, I’m not particularly inclined to use it now unless

more interesting functions have been developed.” (P9)

“Overall, I’m satisfied. There are occasions when I want to listen to music or when stuck in traffic with nothing to do, and

having the VA proves beneficial. On a scale of ten, I’d rate it seven.” (P19)

“As I mentioned, I’d be more satisfied if the speech recognition function could improve. However, I recognize that the

current issue stems from limitations in the overall field of speech recognition.” (P29)

Building upon the feedback and findings from these questions, it is clear that despite certain unavoidable limitations,
the overall experience is satisfactory. However, it appears that the usability is mainly confined to entertainment
functions, like playing music. Hence, future development should prioritize improving functionality. Moreover, current
in-car VAs seem unable to capture the participants’ long-term attention, which requires further investigation into the
factors influencing user engagement and strategies to enhance it. This aspect is crucial for designing in-car VAs that
can consistently provide value and maintain user interest over extended periods.

5 IN-CAR EXPERIMENTS

In light of the user study results, we design non-driving and on-road experiments involving the in-car robot NOMI to
execute commands from drivers and engage in chatting functions. As NIO cars have not yet entered the markets of the
UK, US, and Japan, only ten participants in China could participate in the experiments. However, we believe that the
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findings should be applicable across different countries, given that NIO has conducted user studies on the design of
NOMI by a global team 14. We plan to extend the experiments after NIO releases cars in the other countries.

5.1 Experiment Tasks

The experiments comprise the following tasks, all executed solely through the participants’ voice commands.
1. Wake-up word: At the beginning of the experiment, participants would initiate the conversation by uttering the

wake-up phrase “Hi, NOMI.”
2. POI search: Points Of Interest (POI) are specific locations that can be integrated into the in-car system, easily

retrieved and displayed on the screen through manual operation or voice command. The designated locations in this
task include charging stations, restaurants, and parking lots. Participants are encouraged to convey their desire to locate
these POIs using any phrasing they choose, without being constrained to specific commands. For instance, participants
could say "I’m hungry" instead of "Find a restaurant."

3. Navigation: This task follows task 2 after the POIs are provided by the system. In the non-driving experiment,
participants can freely select from the provided candidates. However, in the on-road experiment, participants are
mandated to select the first candidate that aligns with our predetermined driving route.

4. AC control: Participants are instructed to utilize voice commands to both activate and deactivate the air condi-
tioning, as well as to adjust the temperature and air speed once for each setting.

5. Touchscreen function control: Participants need to perform three functions: adjusting screen brightness, enabling
and disabling Bluetooth & WiFi, and returning to the home screen from any other opened function.

6. Seat control: Participants are tasked with executing two functions: managing seat ventilation and heating, and
controlling airflow and temperature.

7. Window control: Participants are instructed to open or close the window individually for the driver seat, passenger
seat, left rear seat, right rear seat, and for the entire vehicle.

8. Dialing: Participants need to make a call to the first contact and answer their incoming phone call.
9. Entertainment (radio, music, and video): Participants are instructed to activate the radio, music, and video, and

then operate their associated controls, such as changing channels, songs, or episodes, and adjusting the volume.
10. Information inquiry: Participants need to inquire about the weather and traffic conditions.
As the left in Fig. 5, the car was parked in a quiet parking lot and the participants issued voice commands while

sitting in the driver’s seat in the non-driving experiment. An instructor was sitting in the passenger seat guiding the
tasks and recording videos for the evaluation analysis (e.g., calculating response time). In the on-road experiment, no
instructor was sitting beside to avoid interfering with the effect of NOMI on the driving experience. The participants
drive following the route as the right in Fig. 5. This route begins in a residential area with relatively low traffic. It
then proceeds through a school zone, where reduced speed is required. Continuing further, it goes through densely
populated areas, passing by a main road intersection, a sports stadium, a theater, a shopping center, and other crowded
regions. Finally, it passes through another main road intersection, another school zone with reduced speed, and returns
to a residential area for parking, concluding the journey. We intentionally selected this route to create diverse traffic
conditions for a more comprehensive evaluation. The average time for each participant in the non-driving experiment
is about 22 minutes, and for the on-road experiment, about 27 minutes.

14https://www.nio.com/blog/history-behind-nomi
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Fig. 5. Environment of the non-driving experiments (left) and route of the on-road experiments (right).

The experiments employ both quantitative and qualitative measures to assess participants’ experiences with NOMI.
The quantitative assessment involves a questionnaire where participants rate user experience metrics on a five-point
scale, from one (the lowest) to five (the highest). The qualitative measure resembles the semi-structured interview
in the user study (Sec. 4), involving participants answering prepared open-ended questions. Additionally, objective
indicators are computed to evaluate NOMI’s performance in the non-driving experiment, which serve as supplementary
information to provide a comprehensive analysis of NOMI’s effectiveness. Detailed information will be presented in
the following sections. Note that we use the term ‘VA’ when we particularly focus on the voice assistant functions
(especially there is no NOMI presence). When referring to the VA and robot together, we use the term ‘RA’. Note that
facial expressions cannot be pre-scripted or controlled, meaning we cannot pre-determine which facial expressions
would accompany which task. However, it is precisely because of this random pattern that the effectiveness of NOMI
can be fairly measured and demonstrated.

5.2 Non-Driving Experiment

In the non-driving experiment, all ten experimental tasks are mandatory. Notably, during task 3 navigation, participants
exclusively issue voice commands, with only the RA functioning while the car remains stationary. Similar to the user
study, participants are informed before recording, retaining the right to request data deletion after analysis.

Furthermore, we explore the question: Can the robot NOMI visually influence participants’ auditory perception of the

in-car assistant? by conducting a comparative experiment where NOMI is covered with a blanket, removing its visual
presence. Additionally, we test the assistant’s performance using both its cloud model (online mode) and local model
(offline mode) to investigate its functionality in areas lacking stable network connectivity. Hence, the non-driving
experiment encompasses four settings: online with and without NOMI presence, as well as offline with and without
NOMI presence. The experiments are conducted in the order of offline + w/o NOMI presence→ offline + w/ NOMI presence

→ online + w/o NOMI presence → online + w/ NOMI presence. Participants are tasked with rating user experience across
the following seven metrics.

Recognition accuracy and response accuracy measure a participant’s satisfaction with the accuracy of the VA’s
speech recognition function. Response time (voice) and response time (action) measure a participant’s subjective
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feeling of the delay (i.e., how long of the delay perceived) in the assistant’s response. These four metrics are widely used
in the subjective evaluation of VAs [7, 51]. Besides, mental workload and auditory workload refer to the amount of
cognitive resources and mental effort that a participant must allocate to complete the tasks, and the latter specifically
involves auditory information processing (e.g., listen and comprehend) during the tasks. These two metrics are usually
adopted in measuring driving experience [9, 57, 58]. Engagement level means how actively and attentively a participant
is involved or focused on the interaction with the assistant. It has been proven useful to measure the degree to which
the participant is immersed or interested in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) [22, 38].

5.2.1 Objective Indicators. Before proceeding with the quantitative and qualitative measures of subjective ratings, the
initial step involves calculating the Word Error Rates (WERs) of the speech recognition results and assessing the
response time via video analysis. WER is a widely used metric for assessing the quality of speech recognition systems
by comparing recognized words with the reference (i.e., ground truth) transcript [78], and is particularly important
in applications such as transcription services and voice assistants [41]. Typically expressed as a percentage, WER is
calculated as:

𝑊𝐸𝑅 =
𝑆 + 𝐷 + 𝐼

𝑁
(1)

where 𝑆 represents the number of substitution errors (words that are incorrectly recognized). 𝐷 represents the
number of deletion errors (words that are in the reference but missing in the recognized output). 𝐼 represents the
number of insertion errors (extra words in the recognized output that are not in the reference). 𝑁 is the total number of
words in the reference transcript. Lower WER values indicate better speech recognition performance.

On the other hand, response time in the context of VA refers to the time it takes for the system to provide a spoken
response in the display after a user has issued a voice command or made a request. It measures the system’s efficiency in
processing and understanding the user’s input and generating a relevant response [67]. Response time can vary based
on two major factors: 1) system processing time, which involves speech recognition, natural language understanding,
and intent recognition that process and interpret the user’s spoken command or request; 2) action execution time, such
as retrieving information from databases, accessing the internet, or controlling smart devices, that are for understanding
the user’s request [8, 69]. Besides, network latency, processing power, and complexity of the request also have an impact
on response time [49]. A short response time is typically desirable in VA systems to provide a seamless and efficient user
experience, and users generally expect quick and accurate responses to their voice queries. In this study, we measure
the response time of both voice response and display change by the VA. Note that, some tasks do not respond with an
action. For example, the display did not change to music play and the VA did not make a phone call when in offline
mode. For these tasks, the end of speech recognition shown in the display is seen as the action response.

Since all the participants are required to speak Mandarin, we hardly notice differences in their WERs and response
times. We present the average WER and response time of all the ten participants in Table 3. It can be observed that: 1)
There is hardly any discrepancy between the voice and action response times. This consistency ensures the validity of
our subsequent analysis of the subjective ratings, as it will not be affected by the delay between the two responses.
2) The online mode outperforms offline, which is natural as the cloud server has a much more powerful capability in
processing the voice commands. 3) The performances can vary significantly across the tasks. The WER and response
time of wake-up word consistently exhibit the best results, regardless of whether the VA is in online or offline mode. This
is reasonable as all of the voice commands start from waking the VA up. It is crucial to ensure the speech recognition of
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Table 3. WERs and response times of the ten experiment tasks. ↓: the lower the better.

Experiment Task WER ↓ Response Time (voice) ↓ Response Time (action) ↓
Online Offline Online Offline Online Offline

Wake-up word 0.0% 0.0% 1.22s 1.29s (+0.07s) 1.22s 1.29s (+0.07s)
POI search 1.8% 47.6% 2.42s 5.15s (+2.73s) 2.41s 5.16s (+2.75s)
Navigation 0.0% 7.8% 2.31s 3.41s (+1.10s) 2.30s 3.42s (+1.12s)
AC control 0.0% 25.8% 1.93s 1.99s (+0.06s) 1.91s 2.00s (+0.09s)
Touchscreen function control 0.0% 32.2% 2.20s 2.27s (+0.07s) 2.20s 2.27s (+0.07s)
Seat control 0.0% 30.7% 2.23s 2.30s (+0.07s) 2.23s 2.30s (+0.07s)
Window, sunroof, sunshade control 0.0% 33.3% 2.37s 2.42s (+0.05s) 2.34s 2.43s (+0.09s)
Dialing 0.0% 39.3% 2.54s 2.67s (+0.13s) 2.54s 2.69s (+0.15s)
Entertainment 0.0% 28.9% 2.48s 4.86s (+2.38s) 2.42s 4.84s (+2.42s)
Information inquiry 0.0% 37.5% 2.42s 5.23s (+2.81s) 2.41s 5.24s (+2.83s)

the wake-up word ‘Hi, NOMI’ is the most robust. Also, as this voice command is short and has no textual variability, a
well-trained local model is sufficient, which has little difference from the cloud model. 4) POI search shows the worst
WER, even in online mode. From the recorded video, we noticed that a shopping center name was incorrectly recognized,
which is likely because it is an Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) word to the speech recognition system. 5) The performance of
functions related to car control, such as AC control, remains relatively stable regardless of the online and offline modes.
This stability is attributed to the nature of these voice commands, which do not contain external information (e.g.,
locations, music) that necessitates server processing. On the contrary, other functions require more processing time,
leading to a greater response delay.

5.2.2 Quantitative Measure of Subjective Ratings. Subsequently, we present the quantitative measures of the subjective
ratings. We omit the individual ratings but show a summary of the results of the 2 (system mode: Online versus
Offline) x 2 (NOMI presence: with NOMI versus without NOMI) between-subjects ANOVA in Table 4. These results
are statistically significant, suggesting consistency among the participants. This consistency likely stems from the
similarity in task content and environmental conditions, alongside nearly uniform responses from the RA (both VA and
robot). Additionally, all participants possess previous experience with VAs, leading to shared knowledge regarding the
functionality. Therefore, their ratings display minimal variation.

The ANOVA results for the recognition and response accuracy indicate a significant main effect of the system being
online or offline, but with no significant main effect of presence of NOMI, and no significant interaction between system
status and robot presence. This suggests that the primary factor influencing outcomes is whether the system is online
or offline, rather than the use of NOMI.

Regarding the results of response time for voice, the ANOVA results highlight significant main effects of system’s
being online or offline and the presence of NOMI, with no significant interaction effect. The post hoc analysis show
that there are trends suggesting slight differences in response times between with and without NOMI (on-w/o NOMI vs
on-w/ NOMI: p-value=.052, off-w/o NOMI vs off-w/ NOMI: p-value=.081), though these do not reach conventional levels
of statistical significance. The significant differences between online and offline conditions, both with and without NOMI
(on-w/o NOMI vs off-w/o NOMI: p-value<.001, on-w/ NOMI vs off-w/ NOMI: p-value<.001), emphasize the impact
of system modes on response times. This effect is pronounced, indicating that the system being online significantly
reduces the responses time for voice.
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The ANOVA results also highlight significant main effects of system mode and the presence of NOMI on response
times for action, without a significant interaction effect. The post hoc analysis further show that similarly to the
response time for voice, the trends suggesting slight differences in response times between with and without NOMI
(on-w/o NOMI vs on-w/ NOMI: p-value=.052, off-w/o NOMI vs off-w/ NOMI: p-value=.081), with a significant difference
observed only when comparing online and offline conditions with NOMI (on-w/o NOMI vs off-w/o NOMI: p-value<.193,
on-w/ NOMI vs off-w/ NOMI: p-value<.001).

Moreover, the results highlight a significant interaction effect, evidenced by the post hoc analysis, indicates that
the influence of NOMI on reducing mental workload is context-dependent, with its effect being notably different
when comparing online to offline environments (on-w/o NOMI vs on-w/ NOMI: p-value<.001, off-w/o NOMI vs off-w/
NOMI: p-value<.001). The increase in mental workload from online to offline conditions, regardless of NOMI’s presence,
suggests that the offline context inherently demands more mental effort from users (on-w/o NOMI vs off-w/o NOMI:
p-value<.001, on-w/ NOMI vs off-w/ NOMI: p-value<.001). Similarly, the significant interaction effect on auditory
workload in the ANOVA show that the influence of presence of NOMI depends on the system’s mode. The post
hoc analysis further show that the presence of NOMI significantly reduces auditory workload, especially in offline
conditions (off-w/o NOMI vs off-w/ NOMI: p-value<.001). Transitioning from online to offline conditions increases
auditory workload, particularly when NOMI is not present (on-w/o NOMI vs off-w/o NOMI: p-value<.001).

Also, the results highlight a significant interaction effect on engagement levels. The post hoc analysis show that the
presence of NOMI significantly increases engagement levels, both online and offline (on-w/o NOMI vs on-w/ NOMI:
p-value<.001, off-w/o NOMI vs off-w/ NOMI: p-value<.001), with stronger effects observed in the offline condition.
The transition from online to offline conditions significantly reduces the engagement level without NOMI’s presence
(on-w/o NOMI vs off-w/o NOMI: p-value<.001).

The average scores of these subjective ratings are visualized in a bar chart graphic in Fig. 6. From both 6 and 4, several
observations can be made: 1) In comparison to the offline mode, scores in every dimension are higher in the online mode,
particularly in recognition accuracy, response accuracy, and response time. This trend aligns with the patterns observed
in the WERs and response times in Table 3, indicating that a stable network connection significantly contributes to an
improved subjective experience. 2)When participants have visual access to NOMI, there are notable improvements
in the ratings for mental workload, auditory workload, and engagement level. This phenomenon is consistent with a
previous study comparing robots versus voice assistants: Pollmann et al. [59] provided indications that the perceived
entertainment experience of a game can be increased when the game is played with a Pepper robot rather than with a
voice assistant. However, their ratings concerning the VA’s voice performance-related metrics remain largely unaffected.
This finding suggests that, despite no change in the VA’s voice performance, participants experience reduced mental
and auditory load and increased engagement in the interaction when they have visual access to NOMI. This highlights
NOMI’s effectiveness in enhancing the driving experience.

5.2.3 Qualitative Measure of Subjective Ratings. Finally, we conduct a semi-structured interview with the ten par-
ticipants, which consist of three parts of questions. Part I and III center on the RA (including both VA and NOMI),
while Part II focuses on NOMI. The interview questions are detailed in Table 5. Same as Section 4, we present overall
conclusions, highlighting selected representative or exceptional answers as examples.

Part I - Q1. It is impressive that all participants express satisfaction with the RA, with many stating it exceeds their
expectations, largely due to NOMI’s presence. Notably, participants like P2 have shifted their impressions significantly
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Table 4. Summary of two-way repeated measures ANOVA results.

Metrics Measure Online-Offline w/-w/o NOMI On-Off ∗ w/-w/o

Recognition accuracy

df (1,9) (1,9) (1,9)
F 418.846 1.0 1.0

p-value <.001 .343 .343
𝑛2 .979 .1 .1

Response accuracy

df (1,9) (1,9) (1,9)
F 312.111 1.0 1.0

p-value <.001 .343 .343
𝑛2 .972 .1 .1

Response time (voice)

df (1,9) (1,9) (1,9)
F 265.091 7.579 0.643

p-value <.001 .022 .443
𝑛2 .967 .457 .067

Response time (action)

df (1,9) (1,9) (1,9)
F 7.579 7.579 0.643

p-value .022 .022 .443
𝑛2 .457 .457 .067

Mental workload

df (1,9) (1,9) (1,9)
F 256.0 253.5 7.579

p-value <.001 <.001 .022
𝑛2 .966 .966 .457

Auditory workload

df (1,9) (1,9) (1,9)
F 24.934 72.429 7.23

p-value .001 <.001 .025
𝑛2 0.735 0.889 0.445

Engagement level

df (1,9) (1,9) (1,9)
F 36.0 361.0 7.364

p-value <.001 <.001 .024
𝑛2 .8 .976 .45

due to this setup. However, participants also highlighted a discrepancy between the online and offline modes. This
suggests a notable impact on their perception based on the system’s connectivity status.

“For sure. It’s indeed amazing. I feel like the car has become more than just a means of transportation. It’s essentially

another interactive platform with the presence of NOMI. This is a completely different experience from other VAs that I have

ever used. However, when there was no network connection, the VA was dumb.” (P2)

“The VA is very advanced. I really didn’t expect it. It can be said to far exceed my expectations. I’ve never used a car-based

VA before. I’ve always used my smartphone. I didn’t expect the conversation with the in-car VA to be so smooth. However, I

don’t think it can be used in offline mode.” (P13)

“The robot is so fun. Can I buy it for home use? I sometimes drive as a DiDi (i.e., Chinese Uber) driver. With the robot, it

must be very fun. I think the passengers would like it as well.” (P24)

It is evident that participants are impressed by the assistant’s interactivity in the online mode and hold a strong
appreciation for NOMI. However, there is a clear contrast when the assistant operates without a network connection
yet NOMI is expected to alleviate the uncomfortableness according to the subjective ratings.
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Fig. 6. Subjective ratings of the seven metrics in online and offline modes. ✓ and × denote with and without NOMI presence,
respectively. ↑: the higher the better. ↓: the lower the better.

Table 5. Interview questions for the non-driving experiment.

Part I
Q1. Does the RA meet your expectations?

If yes, in what ways? If not, what are the reasons?
Q2. Is the RA different from the VAs you have previously used?

If yes, in what ways?

Part II
Q3. Do you like NOMI?

If yes, what aspects do you like it? If not, what are the reasons?
Q4. Do you agree that NOMI improves your user experience?

If yes, in what ways? If not, what are the reasons?

Part III
Q5. What additional features do you think the assistant should have? (in terms of both voice and robot)

What are the reasons?

Part I - Q2. It appears that responses vary based on participants’ prior experience with smart home VAs. Those
accustomed to using VAs for controlling devices like curtains and lighting do not find the in-car VA particularly
impressive. Conversely, participants without smart home VA experience view the in-car VA as somewhat unique. We
are considering conducting a correlation analysis between the familiarity/accustomization with VAs and the degree to
which they find the RA impressive for future work. Nevertheless, they all acknowledge the advantage of having an
in-car VA with a robot appearance.

“I feel it’s quite similar to the Xiao AI I have at home. I use a set of Xiaomi products, many of which can be controlled

using voice commands. But I am still willing to talk to it. The robot makes a difference.” (P5)

“It does feel somewhat different from what I’ve used before. This one seems to be more focused on car-related functions,

which are not supported by CarPlay. Besides, at home, I typically use the VA for checking the weather, playing music, and

having casual conversations. On my phone with Siri, I usually use it for asking questions or looking up information. However,

with this in-car VA, the emphasis seems to be on navigation and in-car entertainment. I don’t really think about using it to
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search for information. However, having a conversation with NOMI seems fun. It’s probably due to the novelty, but I’m

quite eager to see how it responds to my commands, and I’m curious about how its facial expressions might change.” (P7)

“My car also has a VA but does not support as many functions as this one. I feel like every necessary part can be controlled

via voice.” (P13)

These responses suggest that users with different VA experiences hold opposite opinions regarding functionality.
Some believe this in-car VA does not significantly differ from other VAs they use at home. However, due to its tailored
design for in-car use, some participants still feel it is advanced. Features like POI search and navigation hold particular
significance, marking them as key areas for future development and enhancement. Additionally, NOMI continues to
play a role in encouraging engagement with the VA.

Part II - Q3. It is anticipated that all participants favored NOMI, aligning with the subjective ratings in Fig. 6.
“It’s really nice! The appearance, movement, and facial expression are so cute.” (P6)

“It is special. It’s like a little cat. Even when you’re not talking to it, its face still moves on its own.” (P14)

“Yes, I like it! This is quite fun! How come other in-car assistants don’t have this kind of robot?” (P23)

Although we have expected this result, it is noteworthy that NOMI greatly attracts participants’ attention while
using the RA. This finding emphasizes the crucial role of integrating a social robot in the development of in-car VAs.

Part II - Q4. The responses to this question exhibit remarkable consistency. Every participant unanimously agrees
that NOMI significantly enhances their in-car assistant experiences. They all note that with NOMI, their interactions
with the assistant became more engaging and interactive.

“Yes, definitely! I was more willing to talk to the VA with NOMI and more patient to wait for its response.” (P2)

“I agree. NOMI is incredibly lifelike. You know it’s mechanical and robotic, but it still gives you a sense of being alive.”

(P5)

“Of course yes. As said, NOMI is like a cat. Talking to it feels like talking to a pet.” (P14)

“With NOMI, I can visualize what the VA looks like. And once I have a visualization, I start to develop an attachment to

it.” (P24)

Clearly, NOMI’s presence significantly enhances the user experience. It not only gives the VA a tangible form but
also sparks a desire for interaction, elevating the VA to a higher stage—RA. Some users even perceive certain pet-like
characteristics in the interaction.

Part III - Q5. Certain features are consistently highlighted by multiple participants, notably emotion interaction, a
concept more widely comprehended by the general public. Moreover, participants with a certain level of IT knowledge
offer suggestions for a few specific features.

“It would be more impressive if NOMI could change its emotion based on mine, like a human. Most of the time, NOMI

expresses a happy face and voice. A variable expression can make it more human-like.” (P2)

“It still gives me a somewhat robotic impression. For example, the style of its responses is quite uniform, and its tone of

speech also lacks variation. Also, it would be even better if it could remember previous conversations for an extended period

to facilitate multi-turn dialogue understanding.” (P7)

“It seems that no matter how I speak, NOMI always uses a cheerful tone. It would be more interesting if it could give

warnings in a stern tone maybe when I’m driving at a higher speed.” (P24)

We can see that participants still have some expectations for NOMI. One of the key areas for future improvement in
NOMI is enhancing its human-like interaction capabilities. This aspect has also been addressed in previous HCI research,
including understanding disfluencies (e.g., fillers) [39], adapting emotions based on the user’s [37], and fostering shared
laughter with the user [21]. These aspects play a vital role in establishing rapport in HCI.
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Given that the non-driving experiment primarily focuses on VA usage without any driving aspects, we conduct
an on-road experiment to investigate whether the social robot could similarly have a substantial impact on the user
experience during driving.

5.3 On-Road Experiment

5.3.1 Quantitative Measure of Subjective Ratings. In the on-road experiment, participants are allowed to issue voice
commands as they wish, simulating their typical driving scenarios. However, the first three tasks outlined in Section 5.1
are mandatory–wake-up word, POI search, and navigation. To conduct a comparative analysis, we cover NOMI with a
blanket and instruct the participants to drive without seeing NOMI for the first half of the route. In the second half,
participants are required to remove the blanket and continue driving. As previously mentioned in Section 5.1, we
intentionally select this route, partly because the driving environments in the first and second halves are nearly identical,
encompassing a residential area, a school zone, and a long crowded road. This choice is made to ensure a relatively fair
comparison for driving with and without NOMI. Given that the impact of network connection is not the primary focus
of this experiment, and asking participants to perform two driving sessions (both online and offline modes) would
impose an undue burden, which may affect their driving experience, we exclude the online-offline comparison in the
on-road experiment with the network connected all the time.

The participants need to rate the user experience in the following eleven metrics on a scale of five. In the same
manner as the non-driving experiment, a rating of one indicates the lowest, while five indicates the highest.

Trust was initially introduced to assess the driver’s trust in an automated driving system [16]. In this study, we use
this metric to measure the extent to which a participant trusts the assistant responses. Attractiveness [31] is utilized to
assess a participant’s views on the appearance and design of NOMI, as well as the voice of the assistant. Stimulation
[31] is adopted to measure whether a participant experiences excitement or stimulation from the assistant. Usefulness
and satisfaction [75] are used to assess the level of contentment or approval from a participant after using the assistant,
and whether a participant considers the assistant to have practical value and utility for the tasks. Interference and
stress [57] evaluate the potential disturbances caused by the assistant, as well as the levels of constraints and stress
factors such as fatigue, feelings of insecurity, irritation, discouragement, and so forth, experienced during the on-road
experiment. Last, we also measure mental workload, auditory workload, and engagement level as the non-driving
experiment. These metrics have proven useful for measuring user experience in driving [3].

Since there in no online-offline comparison, we implement a paired t-test instead of the two-way repeated measures
ANOVA. The results are shown in Table 6, which demonstrate the positive effects brought by NOMI. The paired t-test
results revealed significant differences, suggesting that NOMI significantly enhanced all metrics except for auditory
workload. The results are also visualized in Fig. 7 for a clearer comparison. It is noticeable that having visual access
to NOMI enhances every user experience metric, albeit to varying extents. Notably, improvements in interference,
stress, mental workload, and auditory workload are not as substantial, especially as interference and auditory workload

demonstrate less sensitivity to NOMI. This observation is plausible, as their scores are initially not particularly high
without NOMI presence. Moreover, the small decrease in workloads remains consistent with the online mode in the
non-driving experiment, indicating that NOMI might not significantly contribute to reducing workload when the VA
works smoothly.

5.3.2 Qualitative Measure of Subjective Ratings. We perform follow-up semi-structured interviews comprising three
parts. Part I and III contain questions about the RA (including both VA and NOMI), while Part II pertains to NOMI. The
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Table 6. Paired t-test results for impact of NOMI presence on user perceptions.

Metrics NOMI Mean SD t(9) p-value

Trust × 2.6 0.699 −7.965 <.001
✓ 4.3 0.483

Attractiveness × 1.5 0.527 −12.829 <.001
✓ 4.7 0.483

Stimulation × 1.6 0.516 −15.000 <.001
✓ 4.1 0.316

Usefulness × 2.3 0.483 −4.583 .010
✓ 3.7 0.674

Satisfaction × 2.4 0.516 −8.820 <.001
✓ 4.6 0.516

Interference × 2.9 0.737 2.449 .037
✓ 2.5 0.527

Stress × 2.1 0.567 3.000 .015
✓ 1.6 0.516

Mental workload × 2.3 0.674 2.333 .045
✓ 1.6 0.516

Auditory workload × 1.5 0.527 1.964 .081
✓ 1.2 0.421

Engagement × 1.6 0.699 −6.332 <.001
✓ 3.0 0.666

Fig. 7. Subjective ratings of the eleven metrics. ✓ and × denote with and without NOMI presence, respectively. ↑: the higher the
better. ↓: the lower the better.

interview questions are detailed in Table 7. We outline the general conclusions and highlight selected representative or
exceptional answers as examples. The majority of the responses are selected from the same participants in Section 5.2.3
to ensure a fair comparison and analysis.
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Table 7. Interview questions for the on-road experiment.

Part I
Q1. Does the driving experience with the RA meet your expectations?

If yes, in what ways? If not, what are the reasons?
Q2. Does the functionality of the RA differ between driving and stationary?

Part II
Q3. Do you believe NOMI enhances your driving experience?

If yes, in what ways?

Part III
Q4. What additional features do you think the assistant should have? (in terms of both voice and robot)

What are the reasons?

Part I - Q1. Nine out of ten participants responded positively, while only one provided neutral feedback.
“For sure. It’s so fun driving with the RA and talking to it. Especially when I was speaking, NOMI was looking at me. I

felt accompanied.” (P2)

“A truly fantastic experience driving with it. It exceeded my expectations. As I mentioned before (in the non-driving

experiment), I didn’t expect the conversation to be so smooth. I never thought I would engage in conversation with a VA

while driving.” (P13)

“Yes, it meets my expectations. I usually enjoy talking to passengers, and now with the robot, I can chat with it while

driving alone.” (P24)

“It’s alright. It meets my expectations just because I didn’t set it very high. The VA is essentially similar to the one of

MBUX, just with a robot appearance.” (P7)

From the participant feedback, we can observe that most participants are very satisfied with the RA, especially
because of NOMI’s presence. They are more willing to engage in conversations because NOMI provides a human-like
sense of companionship. However, for the participants who have relevant knowledge and rich experience with VAs,
the assistant (even with NOMI) seems not to be more attractive than previous VAs they have used. Since P7 differed
from other participants in the previous interview study by consistently providing a somewhat neutral to negative
evaluation, we believe P7 might not represent the mainstream opinion. However, P7’s feedback indeed highlights certain
shortcomings of the RA, which should be thoroughly considered as one of the directions for the future development of
all in-car assistants.

Part I - Q2. The participants generally provide consistent feedback regarding functionality. However, some note a
distinct impact due to NOMI’s presence. As our emphasis on NOMI lies in Part II, we intervene and redirect participants
to Q3 whenever they begin discussing NOMI.

“It’s convenient to use while driving, but I still don’t feel it’s different from the home-use VAs. Specifically, I don’t like

controlling the AC via voice commands. Using a button would be much faster for manipulation.” (P5)

“Well, the functionality doesn’t have much difference. The major difference lies in NOMI. I saw it nodding and changing

expressions from time to time, it’s so lifelike. I think this really helps alleviate the loneliness of driving alone.” (P7)

Part II - Q3. All participants provided positive responses, aligning with our expectations.
“Definitely! I felt more relaxed and cheerful. It looked at me when I was talking, and sometimes, when waiting at red

lights, it made expressions as if humming and playing the guitar. So fun!” (P2)
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“Yes. I don’t drive much, so I get a bit anxious in congested areas. Usually, when my boyfriend is in the passenger seat, I

feel more at ease. Just now, near the shopping mall, cars were queuing to enter the underground parking, and half of the

road was occupied. I was afraid of scratching the neighboring cars. If I were alone, I wouldn’t have the courage to drive, but

NOMI made me feel relatively secure. It’s like having someone accompanying me, which I find particularly comforting. I

think the feeling of having a companion is very important, especially for females like me who feel scared driving alone,

especially at night.” (P6)

“It’s like having a pet or a child that won’t bother you. If you want to talk to it, it keeps you company. If you don’t seek it

out, it quietly stays by your side. It’s fun, adding a bit of enjoyment to driving.” (P14)

We can see that the participants mentioned ‘companionship’ or expressed similar sentiments, indicating that NOMI
can reduce their sense of loneliness, add enjoyment, and make the drivers feel more secure or less stressed. Previous
research has demonstrated that introducing empathy to drivers can significantly reduce their stress [17], partially
affirming the empathetic capability of NOMI. This is a crucial factor in the design of human-machine interaction
products, highlighting NOMI’s excellent performance in this aspect. We also have reason to believe that ‘companionship’
is a crucial consideration in future car assistant designs.

Part III - Q4. Although participants generally agree that NOMI enhances the driving experience and have already
provided feedback in the non-driving experiment, some participants still highlight areas for improvement based on
their on-road driving experience.

“I believe it would be better if it could engage in multi-turn and continuous conversations in certain situations. I have a

3-year-old child who always wants to talk to me when I’m driving, which can be a bit distracting. I think he would really

enjoy talking to NOMI, but the current question-answer format doesn’t satisfy a child’s curiosity. If the assistant could ask

some follow-up questions based on what the child says and if NOMI could show more interesting facial expressions, it might

be more engaging.” (P2)

“I’m thinking that it could potentially adapt to different users’ speaking habits to personalize its features. For those who

enjoy listening to music while driving, the assistant could directly ask them what music they’d like to play once they get

into the car, and then NOMI can somewhat shake its head with the rhythm. For people with less-than-ideal driving habits,

the assistant can occasionally offer reminders with NOMI showing a red angry face.” (P7)

These comments align with current trends in HCI research. For instance, the exploration of users’ customization and
personalization preferences is a widely researched area across various user groups [85, 86]. Additionally, the aspect of a
multi-turn dialogue function suggested by P2 was previously mentioned by P7 in Section 5.2.3, indicating potential
common needs across different users.

5.4 Summary

The experimental evaluation provides several major findings: 1) The user experience toward in-car VAs is greatly
influenced by the network condition. In situations with good network connectivity, the user feedback is generally
positive, whereas in poor network conditions, the user experience significantly decreases. However, in the presence of
NOMI, this social robot can ameliorate this situation, especially in terms of users’ subjective experience. Nevertheless,
NOMI doesn’t significantly enhance their experience with the objective performance of the VA, such as recognition
accuracy. 2) The users’ evaluations of the functionality of the R A show minimal differences between stationary and
driving scenarios. However, the users’ focus slightly differs in these two situations. When the car is stationary, users
are more concerned about the robot’s variety of facial expressions and tones. Yet, while driving, they prioritize the
VA’s dialogue capabilities. This seems reasonable as, when the car is stationary, the assistant resembles a regular home
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VA where conversations are initiated by users, and their attention is more on the sentence-level content of the VA’s
responses. However, while driving, users are more focused on the road and vehicle control, paying less attention to the
lower-level aspects of speech (i.e., spoken content and prosody variation) but being more sensitive to the higher-level
aspects (i.e., multi-turn and memory). 3) In scenarios where the speech performance is identical, NOMI effectively
enhances the users’ driving experience, and many users attribute this enhancement to the ‘companionship’ that NOMI
provides. This finding suggests that users require an RA during driving that does not disturb them while offering a
sense of companionship. 4) Even certain users who did not show a preference for using VAs (P2) or have rich experience
and background with VAs (P7) were either impressed by the superiority of the user experience with the in-car VA with
NOMI or acknowledged the usefulness of NOMI’s presence after using it. Based on these findings, we believe that a
well-designed robot can largely enhance the in-car VA and we hope these findings can offer valuable insights for the
future design of in-car assistants.

6 PERSONALITY ASSESSMENT

Considering the importance of personality evaluation in VAs [3, 6, 45, 61], the ten participants are asked to rate the RA’s
perceived personality compared to other in-car VAs they have encountered, after the above experimental evaluation.
Personality can be defined using Fiske’s Warmth-Competence model [13] and the Big Five personality traits, often
referred to as OCEAN (openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, neuroticism) [23]. Past studies have
typically evaluated one or the other, yet in this work, we adopt both models for a comprehensive analysis. Each
personality dimension is rated on a scale of five (one denotes the lowest and five the highest).

Given that participants have varied experiences with different VAs, we request them to compare the RA to their most
frequently used VA, collectively referred to as others. Therefore, three types of assistants are used for comparison: 1) w/
robot NOMI, 2) w/o robot NOMI, and 3) others. Table 8 shows the mean scores of each personality dimension and Fig. 8
visualizes them. It can be noted that 1) Participants have a high impression of warmth, extraversion, and agreeableness

when interacting with NOMI. This aligns with previous research indicating that individuals are more likely to establish
rapport with a human-like machine [63, 68]. 2) Conversely, when without NOMI, the scores for these three dimensions
largely decrease, dropping by more than 1.0. However, certain dimensions do not exhibit a strong correlation with
the robot’s appearance. For instance, the scores for conscientiousness and neuroticism show minimal variation. This
might be attributed to the significant influence of voice on these dimensions, given their high correlation with arousal
which indicates high voice energy) [56]. 3) The assistant, when without NOMI, exhibits personality traits comparable
to other VAs. This illustrates the challenge of expressing a robot’s personality without a seamless alignment between
its appearance and voice. This observation supports a viewpoint articulated in a study on robot identity [39]: giving a
mismatched voice to a robot might introduce a confounding effect.

Table 8. Mean scores of personality dimensions.

Warm. Comp. O C E A N

w/ robot 5.0 3.8 4.5 4.0 4.8 5.0 1.1
w/o robot 3.3 3.2 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.9 1.2
others 2.9 2.9 3.2 3.0 3.1 3.7 2.1
∗ All p values < 0.05.
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Fig. 8. Mean scores of the personality dimensions. Warmth-Competence model (left) and Big Five trait (right).

7 RISKS OF IN-CAR ROBOT ASSISTANTS

Risks such as privacy, security, and ethical concerns have been intensively investigated in VAs [5]. However, the in-car
scenario has only recently gained attention. To our knowledge, these issues have been examined primarily through
empirical studies [43] and driving simulators [27]. Therefore, we aim to pioneer the study in real driving scenarios.

Initially, we pose an open-ended question to all 30 participants: Do you have any concerns about using an in-car

assistant with a robot like NOMI? For participants from the US, UK, and Japan who did not take part in the user
experiments, we conduct interviews, providing them with information about NOMI and showing an official promotional
video15. We deliberately did not mention issues like ethics and privacy, leaving participants to contemplate on their
own. Some participants were concerned about road safety issues arising from the distraction caused by NOMI, which is
in line with a potential risk raised by a previous study [34]. However, only a few participants were aware of issues
related to privacy, surveillance, and data security.

“Does this robot have a camera? I’m a bit hesitant about anything with a camera. I always cover the camera on my

laptop. I saw in the YouTube video (the official promotional video) that there is a camera for taking pictures. If there is a

camera, I might not be very willing to use it, or I would cover the camera.” (P1)

“Although VAs are convenient, to be honest, I’ve never been particularly trusting them. The things I say are all eavesdropped

by the software on my phone. Some shopping apps (we omit the names) automatically push related products to me. I’m

afraid the in-car assistants would do the same.” (P2)

“I am concerned about distracted attention which may cause traffic accidents while driving. Other than that, it seems

fine to me.” (P3)

“If my voice data, driving data, and facial data, among other information, are all stored by a third party, I am uneasy

about the storage of my data. However, this robot is really cute, and having a voice conversation with it is quite interesting.”

(P15)

15https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAZ2Dd9lrVc
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“I need to be careful about what I say because I drive for DiDi, and there is voice monitoring in the car. If there is a robot

like this, I would be more concerned about surveillance and privacy issues.” (P24)

It can be seen that with the progress and popularization of new technologies, people become aware of the risks and
hazards behind them yet still lack a detailed and comprehensive understanding. Therefore, we conduct a second round
of interview to prompt the participants to realize the existence of the risks. Before the follow-up interview, we first
analyze what the participants said in the driving experiments to find potential risks expressed in their words. Hence,
we mainly present these words to the participants and prompt them accordingly. An example is shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Prompt example of the follow-up interview with P23.

Answer from the initial interview
P23: Concerns? What concerns? The danger of robots? I don’t think it is as horrible as the Terminator haha.

Follow-up interview
Prompt: When implementing the dialing task in the driving experiments, you said the name of ***.

Would you worry about the leakage of this information?
P23: Okay, it makes sense. Everything I said is basically at risk of being leaked.
Prompt: Exactly. Now, can you imagine other potential risks in the context of driving?
P23: My home address and the spots that I often visit can all be at risk.
Prompt: Perfect. How would these risks apply to other types of drivers, such as those of a different gender or age?
P23: If such information is leaked, then it is very dangerous for girls and the elderly who live and drive alone.
Prompt: Wonderful. Do the risks differ when communicating with a robot assistant?
P23: Let me think. (after a while) I feel that the cute appearance of this robot would stimulate my speaking

desire and let my guard down and unconsciously, I might reveal private details that I wasn’t aware of.

From the follow-up interview with P23, it is evident that, with our prompts, participants can transition from being
completely unaware of potential risks to having a well-understood awareness. We applied similar prompts to other
participants and obtained the following findings: 1) Participants in the technology industry are more likely to be aware
of privacy risks. 2) Female participants are more conscious of the security risks associated with information leakage.
3) Younger participants show greater sensitivity to the risks of surveillance. 4) Interestingly, the appearance of the
robot arouses the desire to speak, and its cute appearance can make people relax their guard and inadvertently disclose
private information. Furthermore, one participant mentioned that VAs never seem to remind users to be cautious about
privacy issues, and users easily perceive them as just cold machines, potentially ignoring any reminders. In contrast,
with the appearance of a robot, such reminders might surprisingly be effective. Users may pay more attention to the
warnings and alerts presented by the robot.

8 DISCUSSION

Based on all the above experimental findings, we discuss the advantages that a social robot like NOMI can bring to
intelligent driving, as well as its shortcomings and the possibilities for expansion in its application areas.

8.1 Voice Interaction

From the user experiments, it is evident that the RA demonstrates satisfactory speech capabilities in voice interactions.
Firstly, even without visual access to NOMI, users are generally content with the speech recognition and processing
abilities. During driving, both the auditory workload and mental workload are relieved to some extent. However, some
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users reported that the RA’s speech interaction abilities did not significantly differ from other VAs, especially the in-car
ones. This is primarily due to two reasons. Firstly, at the speech level, the lack of variation in prosodic elements such as
intonation and speaking rate, restricts the RA from conveying diverse emotions, attitudes, personalities, and pragmatic
information [79]. It fails to adapt to the varied requirements of different drivers based on gender, personality, and
profession. These requirements are substantiated in linguistics, HCI, and psychology [11, 12, 33, 39, 54]. Secondly, at
the dialogue level, the VA lacks the initiative to initiate a conversation. In certain scenarios, users desire timely alerts
similar to those provided by driving instructors, without running the risk of disrupting users who are already engaged
in ongoing primary tasks [48]. Additionally, the RA cannot retain dialogue memory or engage in multi-turn dialogue
based on keywords from user speech, which has proven useful for increasing interactivity in various HCI scenarios
[40, 50]. Finally, we believe there is a third reason: the RA’s speech cannot adapt according to different scenarios. For
instance, when executing user commands, the RA should respond quickly and accurately, yet in casual conversations,
it could incorporate some human-like speech behaviors like fillers, backchannels, and self-corrections, which have
proven to make dialogue systems more human-like [30, 38, 53, 84]. We believe NOMI can alleviate some negative user
experiences, but these limitations cannot be easily resolved by the robot NOMI.

8.2 Multimodal Interaction

From the comparative experiments, it is obvious that having NOMI significantly enhances the user experience both
when stationary and while driving. Users highlighted three main benefits of the robot. Firstly, it encourages some users
to engage in conversation, fostering a desire to interact, especially for long-term use. This indicates that multimodal
cues, particularly visual signals, significantly enhance engagement. This aligns with previous findings in the field
of human-robot interaction and digital content analysis [22, 82]. Secondly, NOMI serves as a quiet, adorable pet for
some users, effectively reducing the stress and workload of driving. Besides, it functions, to some extent, as a driving
instructor or partner, providing reassurance in challenging driving scenarios, particularly for less experienced drivers.
Thirdly, multiple users reflected that NOMI creates a feeling of companionship, which is considered its most significant
value. In a word, the NOMI robot contributes a visual element that speech alone cannot provide. It features a circular
display screen as a facial element, and offers a variety of expressions, creating diverse emotional displays to establish
empathy.

8.3 Emotional Interaction

Given the user interest in NOMI offering emotional communication, we recognize it as an essential feature. Currently,
the NOMI robot can convey several basic emotions through facial expressions, positively acknowledged by participants.
We believe emotional interaction should progress based on precise user emotion recognition. In our prior work, we
introduced an emotion engine that identified emotions from user speech [36]. However, this feature encountered
challenges in broad implementation due to varied emotional expressions across demographics. For instance, female
voices typically have higher frequencies than male voices. Determining emotions in such speech is complex without
considering gender [47, 73].

To address this, we suggest integrating other modalities available in cars as supplements, as fusing multiple modalities
has proven effective for emotion recognition [77]. For instance, the in-cabin cameras, often utilized to detect driver
fatigue, can provide gender, age, and facial expression data, enhancing emotion recognition accuracy. Additionally,
sensors for muscle signals on the steering wheel and for brainwave signals in the seat could further enhance emotion
recognition through physiological indicators. Moreover, when initiating dialogues, the RA can start talking with emotion
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in specific scenarios to intrigue users’ emotions to enhance emotional interaction [37, 87]. This cannot only elevate
human-car interaction but also alleviate driver fatigue and drowsiness. Last but not least, detecting emotion-related
affective states would benefit the development of adaptive in-car systems based on different user profiles [42, 81].

8.4 Elderly Driving

As NOMI can create a sense of ‘companionship’ and ‘security,’ and some participants felt it acted like an instructor, we
believe the NOMI robot is suitable for elderly drivers. Firstly, previous research has explored the effectiveness of VAs for
elderly driving. For instance, Alvarez et al. [1] demonstrated that VAs can assist elderly drivers in looking for vehicle
information with minimal impact on their driving performance, making them potentially safe applications as they do
not significantly impair driving performance. Hong [19] studied an adaptive assistant system for elderly driving and
found that emotion adaptation is beneficial. Given the VA function and NOMI’s facial emotion expression, it is expected
that the RA can significantly improve the driving experience and safety for the elderly. Tanaka et al. [71] discovered
that the safety of elderly driving can be increased with the assistance of a robot providing driving support and feedback.

Secondly, to enhance elderly drivers’ skills and reduce accident rates, driving education systems are sometimes
necessary. These systems are typically created using Virtual Reality (VR) technology in a highly immersive simulation
scenario [46, 65]. While a wide variety of hazardous situations can be provided as training scenarios, the potential
boredom of the training content may reduce the concentration of the elderly, and the expected training effect may
not be achieved [46]. As these systems do not support voice interaction or robot integration, we believe that an in-car
assistant with a robot can facilitate more effective interaction, serving as a cutting-edge driving education platform.
Moreover, by adapting the dialogue to the personality and emotions of elderly drivers, concentration can be sustained,
thereby helping to improve the training effect.

8.5 Autonomous Driving

The findings we presented are all based on manual driving. However, in the context of autonomous driving, we
believe the narrative is different. As drivers no longer have to focus much on driving tasks, in-car assistants should
prioritize enhancing driving experiences by creating companionship and interaction. This is especially relevant in Level
5 autonomous driving, where drivers may be alone and bored in cars [76]. This represents a significant advantage that
RAs can bring to the autonomous driving scenario.

More importantly, user trust takes precedence in autonomous driving compared to manual driving, as vehicles
themselves assume more or even full control of the driving process, impacting road safety. Premstaller et al. [62]
revealed that embodied conversational agents should support trust calibration by categorizing the in-car system into
autonomous driving, infotainment (controlling music/media, calling contacts, climate control, etc.), and maintenance
(system settings, service interval and gas level reminders, etc.). These different aspects require different agents with
varying trust levels. Additionally, more voice commands that support diverse scenarios should be considered [10].

8.6 Phone-Based Versus Car-Based Assistants

Due to some participants mentioned that the in-car features they commonly use can be achieved with a mobile phone,
and noted that map updates on the phone are more timely, these are issues that in-car assistants need to address.
Through experiments, we discovered that, in the presence of NOMI, users are more willing to interact with the RA.
Since a physical robot is something a mobile phone cannot provide, we believe that one of the key focuses for the
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future development of in-car assistants is to emphasize the advantages of the robot and develop interactive features not
available on mobile phones.

Regarding the issue of map updates, current in-car assistants can already address this through Over-The-Air (OTA)
upgrades and built-in software updates, as well as vehicle connectivity features capable of sharing real-time traffic
conditions [66]. However, hardware updates for in-car assistants are more challenging than for mobile phones. The
replacement frequency of mobile phones is much higher than that of cars. We suggest that, in the future, all in-
car VA functionalities could be integrated into the robot, rather than solely assigning robot the role of handling
social interactions. Thus, directly replacing the robot might become a viable option in the event of an outdated chip.
Furthermore, in the presence of the robot, participants exhibit higher tolerance for erroneous speech recognition results
and high-latency feedback, which is not achievable with a mobile phone.

8.7 Ethical, Legal, Privacy, and Safety Risks

As we noted and discussed in Section 7, cameras and microphones may record activities and sensitive information of
both drivers and passengers, potentially compromising personal privacy. Failure to secure this data adequately could
lead to personal information leaks, privacy breaches, and misuse of data, resulting in tracking individual behavior,
selling data to advertisers, or using it for other commercial purposes.

Additionally, biases may arise from algorithms employed in speech and language models, leading to discrimination
against certain groups. Emerging research on responsible large and foundational speech and language models can
be leveraged to mitigate such biases. For instance, the application of adversarial training in speech processing can
safeguard gender information while preserving emotion information [15].

To mitigate these potential risks, it is essential to implement appropriate technological and regulatory measures to
ensure data security, respect privacy, and minimize the risk of misuse. Additionally, clear regulations, legal and ethical
guidelines should be established to encourage the industry to adopt responsible data processing and privacy protection
measures.

8.8 Limitations of Our Study

This study has several limitations, and we would like to bring them to the forefront to emphasize their significance
for future research. 1) The findings in semi-supervised interviews, derived from a limited sample size, might not be
easily generalized to the broader population of users. Notably, the risks associated with an in-car social robot may vary
across countries due to inherent differences. As only Chinese participants participated in the non-driving and on-road
experiments, we need a future work to include participants from other countries. 2) Although we attempted to recruit
participants from diverse ages, professions, places of residence, and balanced participants concerning gender, we did
not consider their cultural backgrounds and driving ages which may influence participants’ views on the technologies
involved. 3) Due to the COVID-19 pandemic during this study, we were unable to conduct in-person interviews. This
limitation might have affected participant engagement, possibly resulting in less comprehensive information. 4) Given
the rapid advancements of in-car VAs, it is important to note that some of our findings may not fully align with the
capabilities of the most current systems. The NIO car’s assistant, which we utilized for this study, represents its second
version. The newest version has offered expanded functions, additional facial expressions for NOMI, and improved
response times.
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9 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE COMMUNITY

Designing in-car robot assistants requires a careful balance of functionality, distraction management, interaction dy-
namics, and regulation. We look into the following aspects and provide respective recommendations for the community.

Aspect 1. Size and Mobility
When considering in-car social robot design, the size is crucial for seamless integration with the limited vehicle

space. A recommended approach is a compact and unobtrusive design that allows easy stowing or retraction when not
in use. Unlike daily-use social robots, the focus should be on a practical form, minimizing physical presence to avoid
obstructing the driver’s view. Opting for limited and controlled movements, like subtle tilting or rotating, is preferable
to prevent unnecessary troubles during driving.

Aspect 2. Distraction Mitigation
There has been research on voice-only assistants capable of reacting to signals from the environment to interrupt

when the driver needs to be fully attentive to the driving task and subsequently resume voice delivery [26]. However, it
is a challenging task in the context of robot assistants. To minimize potential distractions to drivers, we believe the
design should prioritize hands-free and voice-controlled interactions. The robot’s communication and movement need
to be contextually aware, emphasizing providing information without diverting the driver’s attention during critical
driving moments. Incorporating informative yet unintrusive voice prompts or signals contributes to an overall safer
driving experience.

Aspect 3. Human-Robot Interaction Abilities
The success of an in-car social robot relies on effective human-robot interaction. Natural language processing and

understanding are crucial for facilitating seamless voice interactions. Implementing a user-friendly interface, possibly
through a touchscreen or voice-activated commands, enhances accessibility and usability. Adaptive and context-aware
responses contribute to an efficient and user-centric interaction model, aligning with the primary function of a voice
assistant in the car.

Aspect 4. Personalization, Customization, and Adaptation
Recognizing the diverse preferences and needs of drivers, providing options for personalization and customization in

the robot assistant’s behavior and appearance can enhance the user experience. Tailoring the interactions to individual
preferences contributes to a more personalized and engaging in-car assistant. Besides, considering the dynamic
nature of driving conditions, the robot assistant should be adaptable to various situations. This includes adjusting its
communication style (e.g., personality) based on traffic conditions, weather, and the driver’s states, ensuring optimal
interaction under different circumstances.

Aspect 5. User Education and Onboarding
As the robot assistant gains more trust, educating users about the capabilities and limitations of the robot assistant,

as well as the vehicle systems, along with providing effective onboarding processes, can enhance user acceptance and
satisfaction. This approach also helps reduce safety risks during subsequent driving. Clear communication on how to
use and interact with the assistant promotes a positive user experience.

Aspect 6. In-Depth Collaboration with Speech and Language Communities
As foundation models are rapidly replacing traditional speech and language models, we believe they can be a

game-changer in the automobile industry as well. The key lies in the smooth adaptation of foundation models in in-car
scenarios, achieved through in-depth collaboration with the speech and language communities. Both sides need to
understand each other well to build models, especially tailored for in-car scenarios.
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Aspect 7. Seeking Consultancy from Legal Experts
The regulation of AI has intensified worldwide. As in-car RAs encompass many aspects of AI, including voice,

language, vision, and more, such an integrated AI platform requires more regulation than single-function AI products.
We believe it is necessary to seek consultancy from legal experts before designing the specifications of in-car RAs to
address potential issues that certain functions might incur after being released onto the market.

10 CONCLUSIONS

In this comprehensive study, we delved into the effectiveness of an in-car assistant integrated with a social robot
within real driving scenarios. The user study shed light on diverse user perspectives, particularly concerning in-car
voice assistants. The results from both driving and non-driving experiments unveiled compelling insights: participants
exhibited a greater willingness to engage in conversation and expressed heightened satisfaction when interacting with a
voice assistant featuring a social robot. Moreover, they reported a sense of companionship and reassurance, particularly
in challenging traffic conditions. The personality assessment indicated that the presence of a social robot contributed to
the expression of salient personality traits. The inclusion of an open-ended question revealed concerns and risks related
to ethical, legal, privacy, and safety issues associated with in-car robot assistants.

Drawing from these results and findings, our study concludes with a set of recommendations. These suggestions
are tailored for HCI researchers and automotive UX/UI designers, aiming to enhance engagement and overall driving
experiences in the design of in-car assistants. Our goal is to drive initiatives that reinforce the standardization of data
protection, privacy measures, and safety protocols. This two-fold strategy not only aims to enhance user experience but
also addresses crucial concerns, creating a safer and more user-friendly environment for in-car assistant technologies.
Furthermore, we aspire that the identified risks serve as a call to action, drawing the attention of relevant stakeholders.
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